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The History of Illdividualism around the May Fourth Movement and Its Relationsllip with

SociaUsm and CoUectivism ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯yang眦肛留"咒(4)
Individualism was one of the major intellectual themes in the May Founh period． It had enonnous impact on the May

FouIth youth who weI℃eager to pursue individual liberation and independence． HoweVer，soon a“er the May Founh and the

New CuIturaI Movement，the discourses advocating individualism gradually diminished． In contrast to the devocion to the

nation and society， the pure pursuit of individual independence was almost regarded equal to egoism and criticized

frequently． There are two reasons for this． First， indiVidualism is incompa“ble with the Chinese lraditional ethics that

values the collective high． Second，due to the rise of socialism after WWI，individualism as the theoretical foundation of

capitalism and private ownership was questioned seVerely． After the outbreak of the total war against the Japanese

aggression，the situation was suitable fbr the spread of the theories of social oIganism and collectiVjsm， so indiVidualism

completely lost popularity and was replaced by collectiVism in te瑚s of ideology．

A YouIlg M蚰from Townsllip I肿ld】【lg for a Way out：Qi锄Mu锄d tlle May F0urth Movem蛐t

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯QH妇咒(25)

The existing research on the relationship between Qian Mu and the May Founh MoVement is highly influenced by Qian

Mu’s oWn naⅡation about the IⅥay Fourth in the 1930s． As a result， he has appeared as an inteUectual opposing this

movement． In fact，Qian Mu only became alienated from and started renecting on the May Fourth after he had pmfoundly

understood and actively participated in it． Based on the newly discoveITed ma￡erials related fo Qian Mu in his early years，

this article investigates the fbllowing questions in details：how did some aspects of the interaction between Qian Mu and the

Mav Founh Movement such as the new intellectual trends innuence the 10cal society in the Jiangnan area?In which ways

did Qian Mu participate in the May Fourth?What was the intemal logic in his transition f如m I℃ading the，V毫zu yaⅡ￡^to

reading the traditional books?How did extemal envimnment innuence this transition?

John Dewey’s IllteractiVe Experience with China⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯n愕S砌腮s砌以(41)

POpular Riots in the Areas Occupied by the Taipings and the Response of the Regime

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LiH(流口以(51)

In the areas controIIed by the Taipings， especially the prosperous regions in Jiangsu and zhejiang occupied by the

Taipings in the 1 860s，there were numemus riots． The riots，most of which were targeted at the economic policies of the

Taipings，i11ustrate the failure of the regime to contml the local society．The Taipings suppressed the riots with coerciVe

power without considering social consequences and directly intenrened in the business between tenants and landlords． The

complicated and diversified social consequences of the riots had great impact on the Taiping nlle． First， the coercive

suppression of the Iiots demanded a large pan of the govemment resources and weakened the military power of the Taipings．

Second，the Taipings were graduaJly losing popular support from the local society because of the riots． Most importantly，

the continuous riots in the areas rIlled by the Taipings to some extent show their failure to controI the society． 1me failure of

the social control foreshadowed the end of the‘11aiping regime．
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The Transfomation of the Gentry and the Re昏onal order of Powers：the Cross-reference of

History and Literature in Liu Yimeng’s Fiction Sf懈跆⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯L协曰n彬(64)
In the modem Chinese history，criticism targeting the gentry was not only a political issue，but also an impressive

literary phenomenon． “u Yimeng’s short fiction＆r￡￡gg如，or Do“in Chinese，illustrates the revolutionary trend in the late

1920s．This nction was based on the tme stoIy of the stmggle regarding the tax of bulIheads i11 Qishui coun‘y，Shandong

Province． This stmggle was related to the triangle power stnlcture in the county in the 1ate Qing and early Republican

period． It representatively shows the dilemma of“the gentry’s trap”caused by the dramatic expansion of the gentIy power，

as well as the split of and connict between the new and old gentry． Along with the reassembly of the local society after the

Nonhern Expedition，the new gentry eventually replaced the old gentry in the local society．
The transformation of the gentry

and the complicated and nuanced；nteraction among local powers revealed in this 6ction are of historical significance．

The Policy of“Using the Temple Property fbr Schools”Related to the CoⅡIhcian Temple and the

Transf．er of the Cultural Power⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯￡f胁nm西瑶(81)
In 1928一1932，in order to compete for the power to control the rental income from the land owned by t11e Corlfucian

Temple and to appoint the head of the school funded fI。om the CorIfucjan Temple in Chang)ruan County，Hebei Province，the

meⅡ1bers of the Kong Lineage in the Changyuan County such as the board mernber of the school Kong Fanmi and the head of

the school Kong Xiangmao had pmlonged 1egal suits to fight with each other． In this process，except for the omcial8 f南m the

Bureau of Civic Afhirs of the Hebei pmvincial govemment，who held a relatively anlbiguous attitude to this dispute，all the

other omcials fmm the county and regional government apparently supported Kong Fanrui to“reform”the ConfIucian Temple

so as to have more power regarding how to use the land income to fund the school and the choice of head of the sch001． In

order to protect its bene6t，nevertheless，the main organ of the Kong Lineage in Shandong insisted in the n’adi“onal institution

and endeavored to fight with the other party，but it finaUy had to accept the arTangement of the local omcials．This case

illustm【es the complex relationship砌ong merrlbers of the Kong“neage in Chan野Ⅵan，the local goVeⅡlmem肌d the main organ

0f the Kong“neage，as weU aS the complicated trajectory in which the面西nal culture aJld power stmcture embedded in the

traditional institution of the confIlciall‘remple wer。gradually replaced by the new order established by the local goVemⅡ1ent-

A Case Study on the Dissolution of the Yuzhai Charitable Trust of the Sheng Family in Shanghai

in 1931⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯n，lg胁咖f(95)

Robert Hart and the Sino-French Diplomatic Negotiation regarding Vietnam

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯一Z^n馏劢耖D增(111)

ne Tr挪fo珊觚蛐of the Us AttitIlde toward“T邢tees螂of喇w舳”am呻d the KoreaIl war

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯凡愕L跏(128)

Rethinking the ControVersies on the Rituals and Right to Report during the Thirteenth Dalai

Lama’s Visit to Beijing：A PerspectiVe ftom the Construction of Nation-state

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Z加LHo(141)

The Summary of the Third International Conference of the National Southwest Associated

University and the Modern Chinese Scholarship⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wa增砌缈“(153)

Endish abstracts translated by Lju wennan
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